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 04 please! like, comment & share Seondeok is a Korean television series created by Kim Eunjin and starring Sung Dong-il as
Jang Ja-jin, a con-man that has lost everything he owns, but still has a heart of gold. He has found himself sleeping rough with
no family, no money and not even a friend. The only thing he has is a small box containing his father’s ashes. So he decides to
find a job and start over. He is given the role of a tour guide at the ‘Boondooguard’, a place where children from all over the
world learn about the various cultures of South Korea. The five episodes in this tagalog dub are really great and catch your

attention with great acting, story, comedy and beautiful scenery. This is a must-watch for everyone (regardless of age). I hope
you enjoy this wonderful adaptation of this excellent Korean drama. PLEASE! LIKE & COMMENT & SHARE KIDLADY
Please like my page (links to my tumblr post) for updates on new posts and tags I've posted on my blog. Visit my TUMBLR
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page for updates on my blog (the kiddylicious tagalog dub - not the porno dub.) HAILEY WILLIAMS PEYTON SPAGHETTI
WATCH THE FULL SERIES OF SEONDEOK TAGALOG DUB ON YOUTUBE Ricardo Guller, who is known as the

Filipino version of the ‘Kdrama master’ Lee Kwang-koo in Singapore, is now the latest ‘Kdrama actor’ to grace the ‘Tagalog
Dub’ stage. The series is ‘Seondeok’, a Korean drama series which has been dubbed into Tagalog for the Philippines market.
Watch this incredible drama which depicts the daily life of the lower class in Korea and give it a try. WATCH THE FULL

SERIES OF SEON 82157476af
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